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This research presents this ancient Greek Macedonian Symbol of Rayed Star. There are many
other symbols with the Rayed Star as an ancient Greek symbols in all centuries. The ancient
Greek stars has presented from 3-rays up to 24-rays. And all rays have many shapes according
to the inner meaning of it in archaeological monuments. Many ancient archeologically
founding exists today, such as ancient Greek coins, texts, icons, emblems, tituli, ostraca,
fragments, epigrammata, papyrorum, tablettes, recensios, sculptures, vases, monuments etc
which has the Rayed Star symbol of the ancient Greeks on them. Even Achilles has the rayed
star on his armoury and many of the ancient Greek Gods and Goddesses. In Christianity the
star is connected to the Virgin Mary. The most known Rayed Star is the ancient Greek
Macedonian symbol of Vergina. The Vergina Sun, Star of Vergina or Argead Star is the name
given to a symbol of a stylised star or sun with sixteen rays.
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is a rayed solar symbol appearing in ancient Greek art of the . Member feedback about
National symbols of the Republic of Macedonia.
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